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of jungle are in southern India andJtado-China. Not far away the^drier
partspf the EastTncfler^cTa small section of northeastern Australia also
contain jungle"regions.	" " "	~~
J3^Tropical Scrub. Although equatorial rainforests and tropical
jungle are often supposed to be the two most typical kinds of vegetation
in the warmest parts of the earth, tropical scrub and grassland occupyjstill
larger areas. Both of these are more or less mixed with the iunp:le_and
with]^acE*other by reason oFvariations in soil^ altitude, and relief. Rivers,
for example, are often bordered by what is called a gallery forest composed
of genuine jungle or rainforest. Large areas away from the rivers consist
of grassy savanna where grass 3 to 12 feet high alternates with patches
of thorny, open forest. On a simplified globe the scrub would form a
band in each hemisphere at a distance of 10° to 20° more or less from the
equator. There the jjongle diminishes in neight andr vigor because of the
increase in the length of the dry season asjpne getsjfortSer trom tEe
equatorT""fa	acEuaT^practice, however, the distributionjis much more
irregular, as appears in A363. In the scrub regions the bashes are green
Tluring^the,we.tJjal fjojF^the_year3 but lose their leaves during the dry season
and look like a second growth in an American woodlot late in the autumn.
Occasionally, however, a bare bush covered with great red, white, yellow,
or purple flowers makes one realize that he is within the tropics and only
10° to 20° from the equator. Areas of tropical scrub occur in many parts
of southern Mexico and Central Ajgerica, central and southern Africa, the
drierjarts oi! the plateau"oFlndia, and the northenTportion ot Australia.
They areincluded in the Wet and Dry Low Latitudes ot Plate 11, for sT
warm dry season is the climatic factor which prevents the growth of bigger
types of forest. Although civilization is low in such regions, it is often
higher than in the tropical rainforest, and sometimes higher than in the
jungle zone with its tropical plantations, as appears in Yucatan and the
northern part of the Deccan Plateau in India.
(4) Savanna. As one proceeds away from the equator on a simplified
globe, the scrubby brush lands gradually give place to broad grassy areas.
Sometimes these are dotted with clumps of trees or bushes, the outposts
of the forest and the scrub. In other places they are absolutely treeless
except along the rivers. The "pampas" of Argentina-and the "llanos" of
Venezuela are some of the best-Enown savannas. In central Africa"among
the highlands and farther north in the great plains of the Sudan, similar
grasslands are developed on a vast scale, while in'northern India and
northern Burma they occur in large patches. The parts^of TucOavannas
where trees alternate with grass are almost ideal for big game. The trees
furnish shelter, while the grass furnishes food for innumerable animals
such as buffaloes, antelopes, giraffes, zebras, elephants, anil many smaller

